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Attendance News
After a disappointing dip last week, we have a 
respectable whole school attendance of 97.65% 
5th place - Class 4B - 97.67% 
4th place - Class 5W - 98.00% 
3rd place - Class 12M - 98.33% 
2nd place - Classes 4S & 6M - 99.33% 
1st place - Classes 6D & 3D - 100% Fabulous work 
everyone 

Sports News
Cross Country - The season has started 
again and everyone is invited to attend.  
You just have to be at the venue by 4 
o'clock  and be ready to run.  Parents think 
about burning off that excess energy!!!!  
Great results in the first week, with a first 
place in the girls race!  Yahooooooooooo

Last week we attended a 5 aside competition for Year 4 and 
managed to come away victorious.  Great work and now on 
to the regional finals in February. 

It has been a couple of weeks since the last newsletter as 
we didn't want to bombard you with lots of paper.  School 
has been very peaceful this week (I wonder why?) with the 
children really settling down to work. In this weeks 
newsletter I wanted to share with you an exciting and 
innovative project that we are undertaking as well as 
highlighting some of our successes.

Residential Experiences
It has been a joy to watch Twitter this week.  It really has 
given us an insight into the type of residential experiences 
that we offer all of our children.  Those children on 
residential have had a brilliant time and we look forward to 
welcoming them back this afternoon.  I wanted to also 
praise those children that haven't gone away this time, 
you have been immense, a real pleasure to have in and 
around the school.  A huge thank you to the staff that have 
attended, your time is precious and we all really value 
what you have given up over the last week.  Now sleep 
and have the weekend off! 

Visible learning
We are at the start of what we see is an amazing learning 
journey.  We are working at becoming a visible learning 
school.  What is visible learning?  Visible learning is 

teachers seeing learning through the eyes of their 
students, and students seeing themselves as their own 
teachers.  This is a very long process that involves 
research, training and a commonality of approaches.  It 
will provide our children with the tools to question what 
they are learning and to seek even more information.  In 
simple terms, it is fab!  As part of this process we are 
currently gathering baseline information of the children’s 
perceptions, by filming them and holding conversations.  
They have been very enlightening so far. 

Parking
Yes again. I am receiving so many complaints about 
inconsiderate and dangerous parking, all these 
complaints are being forwarded to the Police and action 
will be taken.  Please try to think about where you park 
and even if you are in a hurry ask yourself whether it is 
worth putting a child at risk! 

Newsletter pictures
The pictures above are the children that have either 
brought something in to share with the whole school, 
usually a certificate or medal, or they have represented 
the school at an activity. 
Have a super weekend.  Mr R
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